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Introduction to Evolutionary Algorithms (Decision Engineering)Springer, 2010

	Evolutionary algorithms are becoming increasingly attractive across various disciplines, such as operations research, computer science, industrial engineering, electrical engineering, social science and economics. Introduction to Evolutionary Algorithms presents an insightful, comprehensive, and up-to-date treatment of evolutionary algorithms....
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Software Engineering Research, Management and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2019

	
		This edited book presents the scientific outcomes of the 17th International Conference on Software Engineering, Artificial Intelligence Research, Management and Applications (SERA 2019) held on May 29–31, 2019 in Honolulu, Hawaii. The aim of the conference was to bring together researchers and scientists, businessmen and...
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Nanotechnology : Science, Innovation, and OpportunityPrentice Hall, 2005
 

Inside the Emerging Multibillion-Dollar Nanotechnology Industry
Suddenly, nanotechnology isn't science fiction or mere theory: It's becoming one of the world's fastest-growing, highest-impact industries. In Nanotechnology: Science, Innovation, and...
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Advances in Applied Artificial Intelligence (Computational Intelligence and Its Applications)Idea Group Publishing, 2006
Discussion on the nature of intelligence long pre-dated the development of the
electronic computer, but along with that development came a renewed burst of investigation
into what an artificial intelligence would be. There is still no consensus on how
to define artificial intelligence: Early definitions tended to discuss the type of...
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Automatic Algorithm Recognition and Replacement: A New Approach to Program OptimizationMIT Press, 2000
Optimizing compilers have a fundamental problem. No matter how powerful their optimizations
are, they are no substitute for good application algorithms. Consider the case of
sorting. For sufficiently large data sets, a merge sort algorithm compiled with a less powerful
optimizer will always out-perform a selection sort algorithm...
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Semantic Models for Multimedia Database Searching and Browsing (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2000
Semantic Models for Multimedia Database Searching and Browsing begins with the introduction of multimedia information applications, the need for the development of the multimedia database management systems (MDBMSs), and the important issues and challenges of multimedia systems. The temporal relations, the spatial relations, the spatio-temporal...
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Applied Fuzzy Arithmetic: An Introduction with Engineering ApplicationsSpringer, 2004
Applied Fuzzy Arithmetic provides a well-structured compendium that offers both a deeper knowledge about the theory of fuzzy arithmetic and an extensive view on its applications in the engineering sciences, making it a resource for students, researchers, and practical engineers. The first part of the book gives an introduction...
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Fuzzy Systems Engineering: Theory and Practice (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
This book is devoted to reporting innovative and significant progress in fuzzy system engineering. Given the maturation of fuzzy logic, this book is dedicated to exploring the recent breakthroughs in fuzziness and soft computing in favour of intelligent system engineering. This monograph presents novel developments of the fuzzy theory as well as...
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Handbook Of Industrial AutomationCRC Press, 2000
"…an excellent handbook on automation for manufacturing or industrial engineering." -- Ergonomics in Design

"…provides the essential concepts and methods required for solving technical and managerial problems….  "…a well presented and comprehensive reference text." --...
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Using Hoshin Kanri to Improve the Value StreamProductivity Press, 2009
Every industrial engineer should purchase Using Hoshin Kanri to Improve the Value Stream. It provides the key to using the Hoshin Kanri framework and integrating it with the foundations of industrial engineering.
— Marjorie Koch, President, Lean Division, Institute of Industrial Engineers

Cudneys book...
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Digital Signal Processing: Laboratory Experiments Using C and the TMS320C31 DSKJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
"A practical guide to using the TMS320C31 DSP Starter Kit
With applications and demand for high-performing digital signal processors expanding rapidly, it is becoming increasingly important for today's students and practicing engineers to master real-time digital signal processing (DSP) techniques.

Digital Signal Processing:...
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Software & Systems Requirements Engineering: In PracticeMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Proven Software & Systems Requirements Engineering Techniques

"Requirements engineering is a discipline used primarily for large and complex applications. It is more formal than normal methods of gathering requirements, and this formality is needed for many large applications. The authors are experienced...
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